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iag the receiving station was located on the twenty
fifth floor, and from the receptor an aluminium wire 
passed. through a window and followed the perpen
dicular wall to the forty-first story, where it passed 
t.hrough a porcelain bushing, whtch was suspended at 
the end of an arm projecting five feet from the cornice 
of the building. The upper end()f the antenna was 
likewise swung away from the top of the flagstaff, 612 
feet above the street level, by means of. a highly insu
lated arm, and the wire was thus kept free from the 
building. 

The receptor was grounded to the water pipe. In the 
Newark-Congers experiments the aerial consisted of 
1,000 feet of aluminium wire held in the air by three 
kites which were connected in tandem. The same 
aerial was elevated from the top of the Land Title 
Building in Philadelphia. Hence in every case there 
was practically a clear visual line between the sending 
and the receiving instruments. 

• ·e .• 

PUBLIC SERVICE CAR FENDER AND WHEEL GUARD 
TESTS. 

The Public Service Commission for the first district 
of the State of New York will hold a car-fender and 
wheel-guard test on October 20, 1908, at Wilmerding, 
Pittsburg, Pa. . Generally, the tests will consist in 
picking up or removing from the track three sizes and 
weights of dummies placed in various positions in 
front of the car, approaching them at two different 
speeds. The fenders will be attached to both double 
and single-truck cars. To conform with the street 
conditions within New York city, two different kinds 
of pavement will be imitated on the track roadbed. 
The three dummies will represent, respectively, a man, 
a youth, and a child. The first will be about 5 feet 9 
inches in height, and weigh 170 pounds; the second 
about 5 feet 3 inches in height, and weigh 120 pounds; 
and the third about 4 feet 6 inches in height, and 
weigh 50 pounds. The dummies 
will be placed on each type of pave
ment, not more than 30 feet from 
the end of such pavement nearest 
the approaching car. .The two 
speeds at whieh the test will be 
made will be six and fifteen miles 
per hour. The speed· at which the 
car moves will be determined by a 
speedometer. 

The portion of the track prepared 
for the test will be about 200 feet: 
long, consisting of. 100 feet to rep
resent asphalt or macadam surface; 
and 100 feet of cobble pavement. 

The positions in which the dum
mies will be placed for the test are 
as follows: 

Test No. 1 .' Dummy placed in 
an upright position on the track, 
with its back toward the car. 

Test No. 2. Dummy placed in 
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may be represented by not more than two accrediteQ 
representatives, who must be named· before the tests 
are begun. 

4. The order in which devices will be tested will 
be determined by the sub-committee. Its decisions 
will be announced as far in a�vance as posi:!ible. A 
failure on the part of a competitor to be ready in his 
proper order may reSult in his being dropped from 
the competition. 

5. A sufficient number of competitors will be noti
fied to occupy the first three days of the test, direct
ing such competitors to be on hand on the morning 
of the first day the tests begin. Other competitors 
will be notified by telegram a day in advance of the 
date upon which they will be called. 

6. Fenders must be shipped by the manufacturers 
or inventors to themselves, care of "Westinghouse Ma
chine Company, Pittsburg, Pa.," with the boxes or 
crates clearly marked "For fender tests." The com
mission will not be responsible for the receipt or for 
the care of any device. 

7. For convenience, the tests on both fenders and 
wheel-guards will be divided into series. A complete 
set of four tests at one speed on each of the two types 
of pavement, with one size dummy (12 tests in all), 
wili constitute a series. 

8. If fifty per cent of the tests in any series on any 
fender or wheel-guard are not of Grade "A" as herein
after defined, the tests on such fender or wheel-guard 
will fmmediateiy be discontinued. 

9. The tests will be conducted in the following 
order: 

First Series. 50-pound dummy at 15 miles per hour. 
Second Series. 50-pound dummy at 6 miles per hour. 
Third Series. 120-pound dummy at 15 miles per 

hour. 
Fourth Series. 120-pound dummy at 6 miles per 

hour. 
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guard, but dra�ged sulliciimtly to prevent its going 
under the car or wheels;:8. test of Grade "D," counting 
1 point. 

If the dummy passes under the car or wheels, the 
test is a complete failure, Grade "E," counting O. 

.. .  ' . 

A Hanway to Mecca. 

On Tuesday, September 1, was celebrated with great 
rejoicing the completion as far as Medina of the Hed
jaz Railway, which, according to the original plans, is 
to be continued to Mecca, the starting point being 
Beirut, on the coast of Palestine. The most remark
able feature of the railway is the manner in which the 
money was obtained for its construction. It is neither 
a government nor a commercial undertaking, but has 
been designed solely ro meet the convenience of the 
thousands of pilgrims who yearly undertake the jour
ney to Mecca to pay their devotions at the shrine of 
the Prophet Mahomet, and the cost has been defrayed 
by public subscription-the first time, it is believed, 
that a railway has be.en built in this manner. A. cer
tain proportion of the money raised was, indeed, com
pulsorily extracted from the donors, for every official 
in the employment of the Turkish goverriment and 
every officer and man in the naval and military forces 
was levied to the extent of ten per cent on one 
month's salary. The Sultan himself gave $250,000 in 
one donation, and has made several smaller contribu
tions in addition. All over the world the Moslem press 
has published appeals for funds, and these have been 
answered in the most whole-hearted ,way, the gifts in
cluding, besides money, jewels, silks, ivory, cloths, and 
merchandise of all descriptions. The -only source that 
appears to have remained untapped is the bazaar and 
lottery. Altogether some fifteen million dollars have 
been raised, of which voluntary subscriptions account 
for more than a half, another million dollars comIng 
from the salary tax. 

The work o·f constructing the 
railway was commenced in 1904, 
the line being already laid between 
Beirut and Damascus. By the end 
of 1906 the way was completed to 
a length of 452 miles, to a point 
18%, miles beyond Tebouk. During 
1907 another 217 miles were laid, 
so that by the end of that year 
trains were running to Bir-Jehid, 
669 miles from Damascus, while 
the same period saw also the com
pletion of the greater portion of the 
earthworks between Bir-Jehid and 
Medina, a stretch of 156 miles� 

an upright position on the track; 
facing the car. 

POSITIONS OF DUIIIIIES IN PUBLIC SERVICE CAR FENDER AND WHEEL 

Most of the work of construction 
is being' done by soldiers, of whom 
about six thop.sand have been em
ployed in making earthworks and 
cuttings, and in leveling, laying 
down and transporting rails, etc. 
The technical part of the work has 
been in the halids chiefly of Ital-

Test No.3. Dummy placed in 
an upright position on the track, with its side toward 
the car. 

Test No. 4. Dummy lying on the track, with its 
side toward the car (transversely). 

Test No. 5.  Dummy lying on its side, with arms 
extended toward the car. 

Test No. 6. Dummy lying somewhat diagonally on 
lh� track, with its feet toward the car. 

Test No. 7. Dummy lying on its back with its head 
toward the car. 

Test No. 8. Dummy lying on its back with its feet 
toward the car. 

Test No. 9. Dummy lying along the rail, with its 
head and one arm extended toward the car. 

Test No. 10. After' the fender or wheel-guard has 
passed satisfactorily all the tests made for the pur
pose of determining its Ute-saving qualities, it will 
then be subjected to a test to determine its ability to 
pass over obstacles or obstructions in the roadbed, by 
running it against boards or blocks spiked down in 
position. 

Each projecting fender will be submitted to Tests 
NO.1, 2, 3, 5, 7, and 8, with all three dummies, over 
each type

' 
of roadbed and at both speeds, provided the 

tests are not discontinued as hereinafter prescribed. 
Each underneath fender or wheel-guard will be sub

mitted to Tests NO. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 And. 9, with all three 
dummies, over each type of roadbed, and aj; both 
speeds, provided also the tests are not discontinued as 
hereinafter prescribed. 'rhe' following rules will gov-
ern the tests: " 

. 

1.� The entire conduct of the test will be under the 
direction of a sub-committee of the Public Service 
Commission for the First District, and only such direc
tions as may be issued 'by the· sub-committee will be 
recognized. 

2. The testing ground will be roped off, and all dis
interested parties will be excluded therefrom. 

3. Each fender or wheel-guard submitted for test 

GUARD TESTS. 

Fifth Series. 170-pound dummy at 15 miles per 
hour. 

Sixth Series. 170-pound dummy at 6 miles per hour. 
The first series of tests will be made with the de" 

vices attached to a double-truck car. A separate 
series will be conducted with a single-truck car, pro
vided the former set is passed satisfactorily. 

10. Only the predetermined number of tests will be 
permitted, except as provided in these rules. If a 
device does not pass satisfactorily a sufficient nUmber 
of tests in any series, a protest may be filed and con
sidered as provided in Rule 9 .  

11. If the ruling o f  the sub-committee i s  disputed 
at any point in a. test, notice of a fo'rmal protest shall 
be given immediately; a formal protest shall be filed 
on the date 01. the test, setting f()rth all'particulars, 
and a hearing shall be held and flIlal ruling rendered 
in time to permit other tests to be made, if allowed by 
the sub-committee. 

12. In an underneath fender'or wheel-guard test,. 
if the dummy'is struck by the car and knocked entirely 
from the roadbed (out'of reach of the fender or wheel
guard), this will not

' be considered as a test, and the 
trial wil� be immediately repeat€d. The same ruling 
will apply in the case of � fender, if a similar occur
rence takes place; 

13. When' the car comes to a standstill, the results. 
of the test will be graded and recorded as follows: 

A complete pick-up or removal from the track by 
either the fender or wheel-guard, a test of Grade "A," 
counting 4 points. 

If any part of dummy remains under' the fender or 
wheel-guard, but is partially'picked up or removed 
from the track, a test of Grade "B," counting 3 points. 

If the dummy is for the most part under the fender 
or wheel-guard, but still is partiany picked up. or reo 
moved from the track, a test of Grade "C," counting 

.2 points. 
If the dummy is entirely under the fender or wheel· 

ians. On reaching Medain-Salih, 
however, a rearrangement was 

found to · be necessary, ·for this spot, 612lh. miles 
from Damascus, is ()onsidered the boundary of the 
Holy Land of Hedjaz, into which none but the fol
lowers of the true Prophet were allowed to pass. 
From here to Medina, therefore, a distance of 212lh 
miles, the work has been entirely in the hands of 
Moslems, who will also be responsible, unaided, for 
the remaining 240 miles to Mecca. A branch line 100 
miles long has been built from Dareiya, just below 
Damascus, to Haifa, by Mount Carmel, so that the 
total length of the line is 1,009 miles, of which 76!J 

.miles have been completed. The aggregate !lxpenditure 
so far is thirteen and three quarter millions of dol
lars, which works out to $17,800 per mile and leaves 
a balance in hand of a million and a quarter dollars. 
It is anticipated that the line:will.b�.\\ltlompleted to 
Mecca within two years. Throughout its whole length 
it will run parallel with the Derb-el-Haj, the pilgrims' 
route to Mecca. 

• •• • 

A New Ll(e-Savlng Appliance. 
Capt. G. K. Gandy,,·R.N.R., . is responsible for a use

ful adjunct to the accepted life-saving appliances re
quired by the. English Board of Trade. He has util
ized the ordinary canvas cover of a ship's boat so as 
to �orm . a buqyant raft by thlil int�oduction of cork 
and· bamboo can!!: This addfltlonal eh�ment of buoy
ancy occupies

' 
no more room ianda.dds 'r�rY little 

weigh� to the customary equipment of 11. ship's boat, 
and possesi\es the material advantage of ,being in the 
most natural and convenient piace on avessel'for use 
when occasion arises. To lower a boat its 'cover must 
be removed for the operation, and in the case of the 
buoyant cover it can be either laid aside or thrown 
overboard, and, being attached by a line, is there afloat 
ready for any emergency. The idea has evidently 
been well considered. The Admiralty have recognized 
its advantages, the makers having just completed an 
extensive .order for the dockyards. 
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